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Any state which is passive for a C*-dynamical system (A, iR, a), and ergodic for 
a system (A, G, y), where a and y commute, is KMS at some temperature. Any state 
which is passive for (A, IR, a) and central for (A, G, y) is approximable by convex 
combinations of KMS states at different emperatures. 
1. I~TR00ucT10N 
The original C*-algebraic formulation of the KMS condition 191 was 
motivated by properties of Gibbs states in the thermodynamic limit, and was 
expressed in terms of analytic functions. Thus if (A, R, a) is a C*-dynamical 
system, and 0 < /? < 03, an (a-invariant) state 4 is P-KMS if for any a, b in 
A, there is a bounded continuous complex function F on the strip fi = 
(z E C: 0 < Im z <p}, analytic in the interior of 0, with boundary values 
F(f) = $@,(b)h 
F(t + @> = 4(a,@)a) (t E R). 
Although the KMS condition has proved to be of fundamental importance in 
the structure theory of von Neumann algebras, its validity as an equilibrium 
condition in statistical mechanics is still not entirely resolved. A major 
priority in this investigation has been to compare the KMS and other 
possible equilibrium conditions, and this has produced a number of new 
versions of the KMS condition, some based on other mathematical properties 
of the Gibbs states, others on laws of physics (see [5, Chap. 51). 
Ground states (/I = co) are rather different from other KMS states. It is 
relatively simple to see that 4 is a ground state if and only if ((a*~) = 0 for 
all a in the spectral subspace R(--co, 0), which is defined to be the closed 
linear span of all elements of the form 
a.#) = f f(t) a,(b) & 
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where b E A,. and f is a function in L’(lR) whose inverse Fourier transform1 
has compact support in (-co, 0). A corresponding spectral characterisation 
for finite inverse temperature p has recently been obtained by de Canniere 
[6]. He showed that an o-invariant state 4 is P-KMS if and only if 
qqu*u) < e”*$&2a *> (a E q-co, A), ;I E R). (1) 
He also established links between these conditions and the notion of 
“passive” states. The latter had been introduced by Pusz and Woronowicz 
[ 111, and was derived from the second law of thermodynamics. A convenient 
mathematical formulation is that 4 is passive if 
-iq%(u”6(u)) > 0 (2) 
for all unitaries u which lie in both the domain 99(S) of the generator 6 of a, 
and in the principal connected component of the unitary group of A. Taking 
u = eisa and differentiating twice with respect o s, it follows that 
-i&7&2)) > 0 (a = a * E a(6)). (3) 
Pusz and Woronowicz were able to show that KMS states are passive; the 
converse certainly fails since a non-trivial convex combination of KMS 
states at different temperatures i passive but not KMS. However, they were 
able to obtain two partial converses: 
(i) If the state #(“) = Or=, 4 is passive on (Or=, A, R, Or:, a) for 
each n (4 is completely passive), then 4 is /I-KMS for some 0 < p < co. 
(ii) If Q is passive and also weakly clustering for some C*-dynamical 
system (A, G, y), where y and a commute, then 4 is P-KMS for some 
0<p<CO. 
Indeed in both (i) and (ii), passivity could be replaced by the weaker 
condition (3), and hence also by the physical notion of energetic stability, 
subsequently formulated in [7] and shown to be intermediate between (2) 
and (3). 
De Canniere defined an a-invariant state $ to be spectrally passive if 
ea*a> < fea*> (a E q-m, 0)) (4) 
and to be completely spectrally passive if 
He showed that (3) and (4) are equivalent, and that 4 is completely 
spectrally passive if and only if # is P-KMS for some /I. Also if 4 is spectrally 
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passive and weakly G-clustering, then Q is completely spectrally passive, and 
hence KMS. 
The main results of this paper are extensions and converses of those in 
[6, 111. Thus it will be shown in Theorem 2 that a spectrally passive G- 
ergodic state is completely spectrally passive, and in Theorem 5 that a 
spectrally passive G-subcentral state belongs to the closed convex hull of the 
KMS states. The next section contains a short proof of de Canniere’s 
theorem that completely spectrally passive states are KMS. 
2. COMPLETE SPECTRAL PASSIVITY AND THE KMS CONDITION 
Throughout the paper, (A, R, cz) will be a fixed one-parameter C*- 
dynamical system on a unital C*-algebra. In saying that “4 is /3-KMS” etc., 
it will be implicit that 4 is a-invariant, so the 0-KMS states are the a- 
invariant tracial states. Saying that “4 is KMS” will mean that 4 is P-KMS 
for some O<p< co. 
It is immediate from (1) and (5) that any KMS state is completely 
spectrally passive. The converse depends only on the following elementary 
lemma, in which the usual conventions of arithmetic of [0, co ] are used 
(0.a=O,e”= co, log 0 = -co, etc.). 
LEMMA 1. Let s: R -+ [ 0, 00 ] be any function satisfying: 
i Ai,< 1’1 s&)< 1. 
i=l i=l 
(6) 
Then there is a number p (0 <p < 00) such that s(n) < e4” (A E R). 
Proof. With n = 1, (6) gives s(L) < 1 (A < 0). For A- < 0 < A+ with 
s(L) > 0, s(L+) > 1, and positive integers m- and m, with m-k + 
m+l+ GO, apply (6) with Li=II_ (1 <i<m_), Ai=ii+ (m- <i< 
m- + m,). This gives 
m-logs(L)+m+ logs(ll+)<O. 
Approximating -I+/L- by larger rationals m-/m + , it follows that 
A;’ logs@+) <A:’ log s(L). 
Hence it is always possible to choose /I in [0, 00 ] so that 
;1;‘logs(~+)~p~Plogs(L) (A- <O<fl+). 
Then s(L) < e5’ (A E R). 
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Now suppose that 4 is completely spectrally passive, and as in 161 put 
s(A)=inf{rc >O:~~(U*U)< K#(u~*)(u E R(-a2,1))). 
Complete spectral passivity shows that s satisfies (6); it follows that 4 
satisfies (1) where p is given by Lemma 1, so $ is P-KMS. 
Although this argument shows that the calculations in [6] are not needed 
to prove that completely spectrally passive states are KMS, the analysis 
there is nevertheless of some interest. It shows that if q4 is ,&KMS, then 
s(A) = expiP sup (sp(a,) n (F-00, A))}, 
where am is the action induced by a on the image of A in the GNS- 
representation of 4. In particular, s determines /I, except for trivial actions. 
3. SPECTRAL PASSIVITY AND G-ERGODICITY 
Suppose that there is an action y of a group G which commutes with a. In 
both [6] and [ 111, it was shown that any spectrally passive, weakly G- 
clustering state is KMS, provided that G is amenable. In the presentation of 
this result in [ 51, the amenability of G was no longer assumed. The following 
result shows that weak clustering can be replaced by the weaker property of 
ergodicity. The argument is similar to that in [ 61, but involves a more careful 
approximation. 
THEOREM 2. Let y be un action of a group G which commutes with a. 
Any spectrally passive, G-ergodic state is completely spectrally passive, and 
therefore KMS. 
ProoJ Let (@Y, x, <) be the cyclic representation associated with 4, and u 
and v be the corresponding covariant unitary representations of iR and G on 
F, so that 
u,r = VJ = 6 
up(u) u? = n(a,(a)), u,W v,* = 4~,(4>. 
Let c7 be the u-weakly continuous action of R on r(A)” given by 
Et(x) = u,xu,*. 
Let q be the orthogonal projection of 3’ onto [z(A)’ r], so that q E x(A)“. 
E,(q) = q. Now make the inductive hypothesis that # is m-spectrally passive, 
that is, (5) holds whenever n < m, and suppose that a, E R(-a,Ii) 
(0 < i < m), where Cy!“=o lli < 0. Reordering if necessary, arrange that II,, < 0. 
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A simple approximation argument (see [6, Lemma 1.41) shows that the 
vector state $ defined by < is m-spectrally passive for the action E on rc(A)“. 
But 7c(y,(a,)) belongs to the spectral subspace E(--~J,,,,) for this action, so 
rc(y,(a,)) qn(a,) E R(--co, II, + A,). Write 
c = fi &7*ai), c’ = ITI qqUiUi”). 
i=2 i=2 
The m-spectral passivity gives 
Take E > 0, and choose xb, xi in n(A)’ with 
Take 9 > 0, and choose y;, JJ; in X(A) with 
The Kovacs-Sztics Theorem [4, Proposition 4.3.81 and the ergodicity of 0 
show that pc$ < = (y$, T)<, where pG is the projection of 3 onto its u- 
invariant part. But pG belongs to the strong* closed convex hull of vG, by the 
Alaoglu-Birkhoff mean ergodic theorem [4, Proposition 4.3.41, so there is a 
convex combination w = 2 eingi (di > 0, 2 ei = 1) such that 
Then 
Now 
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But 
Thus 
III~&?(~l~~X~~l12 - Iln(y,(al))qn(~,)rl121 < lbl12(2 ll4l E + E2) 
Illx~~l12 - 114+%)~1121 < 2 ll4l E + E2* 
< 3rl llx6112 + Ib,l12(2 ll4l E + E2). 
Similarly 
2: ei II n(Yg,l(a,*)) d”$)tl12 - #(“Ou,*) IIP(“~>tl12 
< 3r Ilxll12 + 2 11%112(2 lla,lIE + &*I. 
It follows from (7) that 
cm+%) I14e%)rl12 G c’ewm Ils~~~:>~l12 
+ 3Y(C 11x611’ + c’ llx1112) + 2c IM12P Il%ll E + E2) 
+ 2c’ ll%l12P Ila, II & + E2>. 
Letting first 9 and then E decrease to 0, 
But (1 - q) ~(a,) E R(-co, 0), so by spectral passivity of $, 
lK1 - 4) d%J~l12 < Ilax~ - drll’ = 0. 
Thus II wr(~o)tl12 = (1 ~(uo)~l12 = #(~,*a,). Hence 
m m 
fl $C”Tui) < n #(“iui+)* 
i=O i=O 
This completes the inductive step of the proof. 
It follows from the conclusion of Theorem 2 that either 4 is a ground state 
or 4 is separating for z(A)“. In the latter case, $ is weakly G-clustering 14, 
Theorem 4.3.201. If the action y is trivial, then $ is a ground state. Example 3 
below shows that there are non-trivial actions y for which the only G-ergodic 
KMS states are ground states, even though there are G-invariant KMS states 
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at all temperatures. On the other hand, if A is R-central, then all extremal 
KMS states are R-ergodic. More details of this are given in Section 4. 
EXAMPLE 3. As in [6, Example 4.91, let A be the C*-algebra of n X II 
complex matrices. A non-trivial action a is of the form 
a,(a) = ei’hae - it/f 
for some non-scalar self-adjoint h in A. Let h = CT!, Lipi be the spectral 
decomposition of h, where 1, < ,Iz < ... < ,I,. An a-invariant state Q is 
defined by a density matrix x commuting with h, and hence with each pi. An 
automorphism commuting with a leaves h, and hence each pi, invariant; if 4 
is G-ergodic, where the action of G commutes with a, then x =xp, for 
some k. Spectral passivity, applied to a partial isometry u with U*U < pk, 
uu * < p, , implies that k = 1. Thus a spectrally passive G-ergodic state is a 
ground state. The unique P-KMS state is the Gibbs state with density matrix 
xq = e-5h/tr(e-4h), and is not G-ergodic (0 <p < co). 
The next example shows that, if dilations are admitted, Theorem 2 or even 
its prototype [ 6, Theorem 4.111, becomes universal for KMS states. Thus the 
results (i) and (ii) of Section 1, found by Pusz and Woronowicz, are 
interrelated. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let Am = Or=, A, a,” = OF=, a,, G be the group of finite 
permutations of N, and y be the natural action of G on A”O. The G-ergodic 
states are the product states 4” = a,“= 1 4, and they are all weakly G- 
clustering [ 12, Theorem 2.71. Furthermore complete a-passivity of 4 is 
clearly equivalent to am-passivity of 4”; thus for any KMS (completely 
passive) state 4, we have constructed commuting C*-dynamical systems 
(A O”, R, am) and (A”, G, y) such that 
(i) A is a C*-subalgebra of A”, 
(ii) ace is an extension of a, 
(iii) 4” is a G-ergodic spectrally am-passive extension of 4. 
Theorem 2 shows that in these circumstances d is always KMS. 
4. SPECTRAL PASSIVITY AND G-CENTRALITY 
For a given C*-dynamical system (A, G, r) with invariant state 4, and 
associated covariant cyclic representation (R, rr, U, c), the condition 
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has been found to be of importance for decomposition theory [4, Sect. 4.3 ). 
This condition is equivalent to the existence of a (unique) boundary measure 
on the set S,(A) of G-invariant states of A, which represents d and is 
subcentral as a measure on the state space S(A) of A. In these circumstances, 
$ will be said to be G-subcentral; if every G-invariant state is G-subcentral, 
the system may be said to be quasi-large, or A may be said to be G-central. 
This condition is weaker than various forms of asymptotic abelianness [ 81. 
THEOREM 5. Let y be an action of a group G on A commuting with a, 
and let 4 be a G-subcentral, spectrally passive state ofA. Then o belongs to 
the closed convex hull of the KMS states. 
Proof. Replacing G by G x iR and y by y x a, we may assume that 
F? c G, y liR = a. Let ~1 be the (unique) maximal measure on S,(A) 
representing d, so that (in the above notation), ,U is the orthogonal measure 
associated with n(A)’ ~7 u&. Any positive operator x in x(A)’ f~ v& lies in the 
fixed point algebra of z(A)” for the action c3 (in the notation of the proof of 
Theorem 2). Hence for a in R(-co,I), x’%(a) E R(-CO, A), so by the 
spectral passivity of 6, 
Thus any state of the form a -+ (x(a) xc, c) is spectrally passive, and hence 
so are weak* limits of such states. In particular, the support of ,D consists of 
spectrally passive states. 
Now suppose that A is separable, so that S,(A) is metrisable. Since ,U is 
maximal, it is carried by the G-ergodic states; it now follows from 
Theorem 2 that ,D is carried by the KMS states, and therefore 4 lies in their 
closed convex hull. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5 if A is separable. To obtain the 
general result, the following separable reduction can be used. 
LEMMA 6. Let (A, G, y) be a C*-dynamical system, .c9 be a separable 
subset of A, .F be a separable subset of G, and p be a maximal measure on 
S,(A). There is a separable unital C*-subalgebra B of A containing .r9 and 
a separable subgroup H of G containing 3 such that B is H-invariant and 
the image p*p of p is a maximal measure on S,,(B), where p: S,(A) + S,,(B) 
is the restriction map. 
Proof. The construction is similar to one made in [ 131 for general 
compact convex sets. It is convenient, but not absolutely necessary, to 
assume that G is discrete. There is no loss of generality in doing this, since 
4 may be replaced by a countable dense subset, the construction of a coun- 
table subgroup H carried out as if G were discrete, and then H replaced by 
its closure in G. 
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Let G x A be the C*-crossed product of the system; regard A as a C*- 
subalgebra of G x A, and let v be the covariant unitary representation of G 
in G XA [ 10, Sect. 7.61. As in [ 1, Theorem 4.11, identify S,(A) with 
F,(A)= {vES(G xA): I&,)= 1 (gE G)}. 
For x=x* E G x A, let a(~/) = v(x), Z’(w) = v/(x)’ (w E S(G x A)). (Note 
the distinction between 2* and (x2)*.) Since ,D is maximal on the face F,(A), 
and hence on S(G x A), 
I 2’ dp = inf IJ 
($1 A . . . Ai!,)dp:xi=x~ E GxA,&>? . 
FcC.4) FdA 1 I 
Furthermore, the infimum can even be taken over those xi in the *-algebra 
generated by A and vG. 
We shall construct inductively separable unital C*-subalgebras A, of A 
and countable subgroups G, of G (n > 0), such that 
(i) ,PPcA”~A.+,,.~~G~~G,+,. 
(ii) A, is G,-invariant. 
(iii) For each x =x* in the C*-subalgebra C*(A,, uc,) of G 
generated by A,, and vc,, 
I 2’ dp = inf 
(2r A . ..A~k)d~.xi=xirEC*(A,+,,v,n+,),~i~~2 
!xA 
To do this, take G, to be the group generated by .Y and A, to be the G,- 
invariant unital C*-subalgebra of G x A generated by &‘. Given A,, and G,, 
let 8n be a countable dense subset of the self-adjoint part of C*(A,, 0,“). By 
the observations in the previous paragraph, there are countable subsets J$ of 
A and .Yn of G such that for each x in gH, 
).2* Q = inf 
I 
1’ (2r A a.. Af,)d~:xi=xTEC*(~~,~gn),~i~.2 . 
r ! 
Let G,,, be the group generated by G, and .YU, and A,, , be the G,, ,- 
invariant C*-subalgebra generated by A, and &,. 
Now let B = Un>O A,,, H= UnaO G,. Then for x=x* E C*(B, uH), 
.I $*&=inf ‘(.?,A ii 
. . . A 2,) dp: xi = x; E C*(B, ZQ,), & > i2 
i 
. 
This shows that 0,~ is a maximal measure on S(C*(B, u,)) (see [ 13]), 
where (T: S(G x A) + S(C*(B, vH)) is the restriction map. Now C*(B, u,) is 
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a quotient of H X B, so S(C*(B, u,)) identifies with a face of S(H x B), and 
a,,~ is maximal on S(H x B). But @,(A)) c F,(B), so a,~ is a maximal 
measure on F,(B). Identifying S,(A) with F,(A) and S,(B) with F,(B), p is 
just the restriction of u to S,(A), and the lemma is proved. 
Now we shall complete the proof of Theorem 5 in the case when A is non- 
separable. If d does not belong to the closed convex hull of the KMS states, 
then there is some self-adjoint a, in A with t,u(aJ < d(a,,) for all KMS 
states I,U. Let &’ be any separable a-invariant C*-subalgebra of A containing 
a,, and .V = R; take B, H and p as in Lemma 6, so that p*p is maximal on 
S,(B). In particular, p*,~ is carried by the H-ergodic states in p(suppp), all 
of which are spectrally passive for the system (B, R, a le); it follows from 
Theorem 2 that p*,~ is carried by completely spectrally passive states of B. 
Hence there is at least one state ‘//d in S,(A) with ~~(a,) > #(a,) whose 
restriction to ,cP is completely spectrally passive. As .r9 increases, the states 
V~ form a net, any of whose limit points is a completely spectrally passive, 
hence KMS, state v on A with ~(a,)) > #(a,). This contradiction completes 
the proof. 
In 16, Sect. 51, it was conjectured that all spectrally passive states are 
passive. 
COROLLARY 1. If the action y of G commutes with a, then any G- 
subcentral spectrally passive state of A is passive. 
Proof. Since KMS states are passive, and the passive states form a 
closed convex subset of S(A), this is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 5. 
The most natural example of an action commuting with a is a itself. 
Suppose that A is R-central. Then the p-KMS states form a face of S,(A) 
[ 5, p. 1261, whose extreme points are Rergodic, and the spectrally passive 
states form a face, which is a Choquet simplex provided only that the ground 
states form a simplex 12; 5, Theorem 5.3.35; 11, Theorem 4.31; Theorem 2 
applies to all extremal spectrally passive states, and Theorem 5 to all 
spectrally passive states. 
There are partial converses to these facts. If every extremal P-KMS state is 
R-ergodic and A is separable, then all P-KMS states are R-central. If the 
weak* closed convex hull K of the KMS states is a face of S.(A), and a 
simplex, and the /?-KMS states are a face of K for each p, then any two 
extreme points of K are disjoint (see for example [4, Theorem 4.3.193). It has 
been conjectured in [3] that this is sufficient to ensure that all states in K are 
R-central. 
The following example shows that the condition of G-subcentrality in 
Theorem 5 cannot be replaced by A being G-abelian (S,(A) forming a 
simplex). 
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EXAMPLE 8. Consider again Example 3, and assume that each spectral 
projection pi is of rank 1. The spectrally passive states have density matrices 
x=CBipi, where B,>e,>... > 8, [6, Example 4.91. It is easy to verify 
that certain x of this type are not approximable by convex combinations of 
xq, for example x = $(p, + pJ (n > 2). However, A is R-abelian. 
Finally we shall show that the KMS-states occurring in Theorem 5 can 
often be taken to be G-ergodic. 
PROPOSITION 9. Any G-subcentral, (G x R)-ergodic, non-tracial, spec- 
trally passive state 4 of A is G-ergodic. If A has a unique G-invariant tracial 
state r, and z is G-subcentral, then s is G-ergodic. 
Proof. Let z, u and v denote the representations of A, R and G, and 4 be 
the cyclic vector asociated with Q or r. By Theorem 2, # is /?-KM& where 
0 < /I < co, so states of the form a -+ (n(a) z<, <), for z in X(A)’ n z(A)“, are 
b-KM& and therefore R-invariant. Hence 
n(A)’ n vh = z(A)’ n r(A)” n v;; c z(A)’ n uk n v& = C . 1, 
so Q is G-ergodic. 
Now consider t. Any positive x’ in r(A)’ n v& defines a G-invariant trace 
a + (n(a) x’<, <), which must be a scalar multiple of r. Hence x’ is a scalar, 
and t is G-ergodic. 
COROLLARY 10. Suppose A is G-central. Then any G-invariant, spec- 
trally passive state $ belongs to the closed convex hull of the G-ergodic KMS 
states and the (G x R)-ergodic tracial states. If A has at most one G- 
invariant tracial state, then 0 is in the closed convex hull of the G-ergodic 
KMS states. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 shows that the G-invariant, spectrally 
passive states form a face of SGX R(A), w h ose extreme points are therefore 
(G x R)-ergodic. Both statements now follow from Proposition 9. 
EXAMPLE 11. Consider again Example 4. Since A”O is G-asymptotically 
abelian in norm, it is G-central [4,8]. Thus Corollary 10 shows that 
spectrally @‘-passive symmetric states on A”O are approximable by convex 
combinations of product KMS states and traces. 
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